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Model: JBF 38-50HD-6 Hard Drive & Media Shredder

Approved for UK Government Use – contact CPNI for further details
The JBF 38-50HD-6 Hard Drive and Magnetic Media Shredder, distributed exclusively in the UK by Don Ruffles Limited
(www.ShreddingMachines.co.uk)
 Designed to completely destroy Hard Drives, Discs and other magnetic media products to a maximum particle
size in any direction of 6mm, therefore meeting the most stringent Government requirements.
 Individually designed to include various options including feeding via a post box, hopper or conveyor system.
 Cutting zone of approximately 380 x 500mm.
 Special hardened cutting knives continuously cut media until it is small enough to fall through a 6mm hardened
granulation screen.
 A high torque 4kW motor is fitted as standard to run at only 12 revolutions per minute which avoids sparking. The
two hard wearing, hardened steel, slow revolving shafts result in low-noise, wear and reduced maintenance. The
cutting shafts can be individually changed and re-sharpened if required (normally once).
 The connection between shafts and knives is by means of extra strong multi-key latching and split cutting block
allows the complete knife shafts to be lifted out of the housing for quick exchange
 Safety limit switches on the doors and hopper plus emergency stop button ensures operator safety.
 Available as either Static or Mobile versions. The static version consists of a robust steel support frame, designed
to accept a standard 240 litre wheelie bin for use in a warehouse environment. The Mobile version has a lower
centre of gravity allowing it to be transported on a truck for onsite shredding.
 Both units require 3-phase power or can be run from a suitable Generator and can be manufactured to suit
individual requirements.
Specifications:









Capacity: Up to 12kg of waste per hour - Up to 20 PC drives (app. 0.6kg) and up to 40 Laptop drives (app.
0.3kg) per hour can be processed through the 6mm screen, dependent on product construction.
Shred Size: 6mm screen (other sizes of screens are available)
Security Level: High – meets the most stringent requirements for Secret and Top Secret Destruction Cutting
Zone: 380 x 540mm
Motor: 4kW, Voltage Cycle: 400/50v/Hz
Power Requirement: Cekon CEE 16A with 25A Slow Blow Fuse Dimensions (W*D*H): 1900x760x2100
(depending on configuration) Weight: 1100kg (as above)
Waste bin: Commercial 240 Litre Wheelie Bin (not supplied) or 117 Litre (mobile version) Machine Warranty: 1
year**
Cutter Warranty: 1 Year**
Shreds: Hard Drives to 5.5'', DD, CD/DVD Stacks, Video Tapes, Typewriter Ribbon, Retaining Tape

**Due to the nature of this product and the requirement to shred metal parts the guarantee does not include general wear
and tear or labour. Magnetic parts require periodic removal and the cutting system requires oiling. Units should be placed
under a Preventative Maintenance Contract.
Specifications are subject to change – See Don Ruffles Limited Terms and Conditions for more information **
A manufacturer’s demonstration is available on request.
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